Standard for Raw Oysters
Ako City Fisheries Association
Regarding "raw oysters" which the producer belonging to Ako City Fisheries Association ( Sakoshi
Branch) and sells as Hyogo approved food, it is subject to satisfying all the following requirements.

1. Target Food
(1) Food name: raw oyster
(2) Requirements of (1)
① To be Pacific oyster cultivated in the fishery right area which the association was licensed.
② To be shell oyster or peel oyster which sold directly to consumers by direct sales place, parcel
delivery service etc.

2. Confirmations and Understandings
(1)Individuality and feature
① A large grain is one grain of 15g or more
② In case of peeling, it must be packed within 24 hours after peeling.
③ Production method
A."1 year oyster" must be shipped within one year after droop
B. Based on the associationʼs fishery improvement plan (Oyster No. 6) recognized by Hyogo, we
should striving to conserve the fishery environment by compliance with the fishery
management plan. To avoid dense planting in the fishery, production should follow the upper
limit of the total number of rafts set by the union of 150 units.
C. As an environmental measure, cleaning sea floor after the end of the fishing season

(2) Confirmation of safety
① Implement all of the items stated in the safety confirmation of Hyogo Commodity Food
Seafood (Aquiculture Oyster) Auditing Standards.
② Should use UV sterilization seawater as wash water for shell oyster, peel oyster.
③

Regarding the inspection of shellfish poisoning conducted by Hyogo prefecture, if inspection
results exceed the standard, the producer should follow voluntary shipping regulation guidance.

④

If by any chance the result of regular inspection exceeds the standards, the inspector should
promptly consult with the association, the producers and other concerned, and implement
appropriate measures such as refraining from selling.

A. Regular inspection of aquiculture area seawater shall be conducted by the association (or
oyster subcommittee) during the fishing season with the frequency of once a month.
B. Regular inspection of washing water shall be implement by all producers once before the
aquiculture fishing season.
C. In addition to the hygiene inspection at the stage of sales of the produced oysters , the
association (or oyster subcommittee) should implement simple inspection of three times a
week (every second day).
D. In addition to hygiene examinations prescribed by laws and regulations, the association (or
oyster committee) should implement simple norovirus testing once a week.
⑤ Regarding the display for selling and delivery, the following information must be shown clearly:
A. name B. expiration date C. location of the production and name of worker D. whether it is
raw food or not E. storage procedure F. sea area

(3) Create a reliable environment
① Record and save the process from purchase of seeds to shipment and disclose according to
consumer's request
② The whole processes of aquiculture, peeling, and packing, should be available for consumers
field trip.
③ The producer should arrange the person responsible for supervising each operation.

